MATCHMAKERS

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS A REGISTERED MATCHMAKER

☐ Ensure Commission registration is up to date. Registration with another recognised Australian authority can be accepted upon proof of registration being provided.

☐ Ensure Contestants are not under or over matched.

☐ Ensure Contestants are registered, or eligible to be registered, with either the Commission or another Australian Government or Territory or Combat Sport Authority or with an overseas authority supervising combat sports that is approved by the Commission.

☐ Obtain the assurance of the Manager or Trainer (Instructor/Coach) of a Contestant that the Contestant will be properly prepared for the contest on the due date and within the weight limit.

☐ Only provide a Promoter with the names and details of Contestants suitable for matching for a proposed contest.

☐ Ensure that the Promoter is provided with all of the Contestants fight records regardless of discipline, amateur or professional status.

☐ Ensure all Contestants conform to all Commission requirements and are not participating in a bout while under a medical suspension or a ban by a registration authority or a drug testing authority.

For more information contact the Commission on:
(08) 6552 1604 or visit: www.dsr.wa.gov.au/combat sport
Email: combat sport@dlgsc.wa.gov.au